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IRISH WILDLIFE SPRING ‘1014


Bees are a key component of Irish
wildlife and one of the busiest,
least appreciated work forces we
have. ÚNA FITZPATRICK uncovers
this secret life and the importance
of bees to our environment. 


THE SECRET
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COVER STORY


Bees are the most important
pollinator of  crops and native plant
species in Ireland. If  people were to


take over the job of  pollination from bees
it would probably require a workforce
larger than the entire Irish population! In
Ireland, crops such as apples, strawberries,
raspberries, tomatoes, plums, cherries,
carrots and onions are reliant on bees for
pollination; and without bees many of  our
native plant species would quickly become
extinct because they wouldn’t be able to
produce any seeds.


When you mention bees most people
think of  honey, but the honeybee only
makes up one small component of
Ireland’s bee fauna. We also have 20
species of  bumblebee and 80 species of
solitary bees, adding up to a total of  101
native Irish species.  


The Nature of Bees
Like honeybees, bumblebees are highly
social insects. They live in colonies
consisting of  a queen, many female
workers and some males. Unlike
honeybees whose colonies last year round,
queen bumblebees hibernate over winter.
They emerge in spring and make a nest,
often in an abandoned mouse nest, and lay
eggs in it. Fertilized eggs become female
worker bees whose job it is to raise the
young and look after the colony.
Unfertilized eggs become males who,
without a thought to helping out with
housework or childcare, instead head out
and search for another queen to mate with.


In actual fact, the poor males are forcibly
driven out and have to live off  nectar and
pollen and spend the night on flowers or in
holes! Towards the end of  the season (late
summer), fertilized eggs will become new
queens instead of  workers. The whole
colony, including the males, dies as winter
approaches, except for the new queens
who go into hibernation until the following
spring. Recently we’ve noticed that some
bumblebees aren’t hibernating as long and
instead use flowering plants in gardens to
try and breed over the winter months. We
don’t know what effect this will have yet so
if  you see bumblebees in winter, make a
note and contact the National Biodiversity
Data Centre, as it could give us valuable
information on how bees are responding to
our changing climate.


The Bee Identity
The bumblebee species are identified by
the colour pattern on their thorax and
abdomen. We commonly think of  black
and yellow stripes but there are many other
colour patterns to watch out for. The red-
tailed bumblebee is entirely jet black with a
red tail, and the large carder bee gets the
prize for best looking bumblebee with a
ginger thorax and pure blond abdomen.  


Bee Society
Although most people don’t know they
exist, the vast majority of  bee species in
Ireland are solitary rather than social bees.
Solitary bees take one whole year to pass
though a complete life cycle, and may only


Did you 
know?


Bees are not just pretty! They perform
a vital role in our countryside by


pollinating hundreds of types of trees and
flowers including crops such as apples,


blackcurrants, peas, beans and oilseed rape
– not to mention the clover so loved by
cows and vital to soil fertility. In fact, the
Irish government recently valued the


services of bees at €85 million
per year! But lucky us –


they do it for free!
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Mike Brown Photography


29 Ashe St, Clonakilty, Co Cork, Ireland


Web: www.mikebrownphotography.com


Email: mike@mikebrownphotography.com


Tel: 00353 (0) 23 8835782


MIKE BROWN 
PHOTOGRAPHY


AWARD WINNING IRISH WILDLIFE AND LANDSCAPE PRINTS


The perfect gift


EXHIBITION BY


SHEENA JOLLEY
Irish Wildlife Photographer of the year,


finalist 2009


Oughterard Tourism, 


Main Street,


Oughterard,


County Galway


24th November to 8th December.


And


The Market Gallery,


English Market,


Cork


26th November to 7th December.


FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON EITHER EXHIBITION 


CALL 086 0577456


Rock Pipit - Inis More
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Yasuni National Park in Equador has been found to be the most diverse area of  rain
forest in the Amazon basin. Over 500 species of  birds, 150 amphibian species, 200
mammal species and incredibly over 10,000 insect species. Within 25 hectares of  forest
over 1,000 tree species can be found. Unfortunately a section of  the park sits on rich
amounts of  oil reserves. However, the Ecuadorian government is promoting a
revolutionary plan, known as the Yasuní-ITT Initiative, which would leave the park's
largest oil reserves in the ITT block permanently under the ground. A lack of  funding
commitments, however, now threatens the proposal.
© Photos by Finding Species.  


CONSERVATION
NEWS


THE GREY SQUIRREL HAS been found to be responsible for the decline of  red squirrels and
damage to broadleaf  trees but for once they seem to have been cleared of  one charge: the decline of
woodland birds. A number of  birds in Britain have been declining, including the lesser spotted
woodpecker, hawfinch and common starling and some parties believed that nest predation by this
invasive species was the cause. The British Trust for Ornithology reviewed population data on grey
squirrels and woodland birds and found that, although squirrels may have a local impact, there was
no evidence that they were linked to an overall national decline in the bird species studied.


THE SAYING “variety is the


spice of life” may have a ring of


truth for bee conservation.


Scientists from the French


National Institute for


Agricultural Research in


Avignon have traced a possible


link between the diversity of


bee diets and the strength of


their immune systems. Bees


that sourced their pollen from


at least five different plants


produced honey that contained


a higher amount of Glucose


Oxidase which protects against


the attacks of microbes. There


appears to be a correlation


between the decline of plant


diversity in the countryside due


to agricultural intensification


and the decline of honey bees.


The study highlights the need


for diversification of our


farming landscapes and


particularly the need to protect


and manage our hedgerows,


which are a lifeline to many


species. Honey bees are of


immense importance to our


economy, contributing up to


£200m per year in the UK and


$14bn in the US through the


pollination of food crops. It is in


our interest to protect them.


ONE OF THE MOST BIODIVERSE PLACES ON EARTH


CONSERVATION


NEWS
I N T E R N A T I O N A L  N E W S


NEW FISH HOOK AIMS
TO REDUCE SEA TURTLE
MORTALITIES
TRADITIONAL J-SHAPED fishing


hooks have been responsible for large


numbers of sea turtle mortalities


through by-catch. But now a project by


the WWF will hopefully make this a


thing of the past. Moisés Mug, the


Fisheries Senior Program Officer for


WWF in Latin America and the


Caribbean hopes to expand a project


where they replace traditional hooks


with a new round hook into Central


America. Workshops are currently


being held with local fishermen in


Costa Rica and researchers will go on


board fishing vessels to see if the


scheme will work.


GREY SQUIRRELS OFF THE HOOK


THE DECLINE OF HONEY BEES
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Bee photos courtesy of Sheena
Jolley, www.sheenajolley
photography.com
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MAGAZINE OF THE IRISH WILDLIFE TRUST 


THE SECRET LIFE OF
IRELAND’S BUSIEST
WORKFORCE


SPOTTED IN IRELAND:


BANDED GROVE SNAIL,


THE KINGFISHER,


MARSH MARIGOLD
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